APL has partnered with several community and city organizations, and the Upper Hudson Library System, to bring StoryWalks® to Albany neighborhoods!

A StoryWalk® is a way for families with young children to enjoy reading stories while outdoors.

Pages from picture books are laminated and attached to wooden stakes that are posted at regular intervals along an outdoor walking path or sidewalk. As families stroll, they stop and read pages of the story.

Albany Public Library’s StoryWalks® will be up through September 2020.
Story Walk®

South End Neighborhood
Lincoln Park - Lower Bowl

Presented by:
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UPPER HUDSON LIBRARY SYSTEM
Together for Better Libraries.

Story Walk®

Washington Park
starts near Lake House path bridge
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UPPER HUDSON LIBRARY SYSTEM
Together for Better Libraries.

Story Walk®

Sage College/Opalka Gallery
starts near the Opalka Gallery on New Scotland

Presented by:
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UPPER HUDSON LIBRARY SYSTEM
Together for Better Libraries.

UPPER HUDSON LIBRARY SYSTEM
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The StoryWalk® Project was created by Anne Ferguson of Montpelier, VT and developed in collaboration with the Kellogg-Hubbard Library.

StoryWalk® is a registered service mark owned by Ferguson.